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Outline	

B	meson	anomalies	RD(*),	RK(*),	P5’	

New	Physics		explana2on	
•  effec2ve	Lagrangian	approach	
•  models	of	NP		
•  constraints	from	low-energy	observables	&	LHC	data	
•  from	B	to	K	(D)	

Predic2ons	relevant	for	LHCb,	Belle2	&LHC	

SM	contribu2ons	to	anomalous	processes	

Outlook	

Flavour	puzzle?	



the	same	coupling	of		lepton		and	its	neutrino	with			
W	for	all	three	lepton	genera2ons!	

Lepton	Flavour	Universality		(LFU)	

Basic	property	of	the	SM:	universal	g	

for	each	of	three	genera2ons	in		
weak	interac2ons	
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RD(⇤) =
BR(B ! D(⇤)⌧⌫⌧ )

BR(B ! D(⇤)µ⌫µ)

charged		current	(SM	tree	level)	

B	physics	anomalies:	experimental	results	≠	SM	predic2ons!	

Belle,	2019	

New	Belle	result	RD=0.31(4);		
RD*=	0.28(2);	
	
RD(*)	discrepancy	(exp./SM)	
decreases	from	3.8	σ	to	3.1σ;	
	
Disagreement:	BaBar	and	Belle!		

RJ/ =
BR(Bc ! J/ ⌧⌫)

BR(Bc ! J/ l⌫)

RJ/ = 0.71± 0.17± 0.18

RD = 0.307± 0.037± 0.016

RD⇤ = 0.283± 0.018± 0.014

2.4σ	



Belle,	1903.03102	

Alok	et	al,	1606.03164	
SF,	Nisandzic,	Kamenik,	1206.1782	
Tanaka,	Watanabe	1212.1878	
Murgui	et	al.,1904.09311		

FL(D
⇤) =

�(B ! D⇤
L⌧⌫)

�(B ! D⇤⌧⌫)

Longitudinal	D*	polariza2on	in	B							D*		τ	ν		

q2	distribu2on	
A. Cellis et al,1612.07757			

	τ	polariza2on			

FL(D
⇤) = 0.60± 0.07± 0.035

Belle:	1612.00529	

P (D⇤)⌧ = �0.38± 0.51(stat.)+0.21
�0.16(syst.)

	1.5	σ	far	from	SM	
Blanke	et	al.,	1811.09603	
			

(0.46± 0.04)



		RD(*)		in	SM			lance		QCD	in	ac2on!		

•  two	form	factors	in			
•  	(Fermilab	Lance	and	MILC	Collabora2ons	J.	A.	Bailey	et	al.	

1503.0	7237).	

	SM:	RD		=0.299±0.03	
< D|c̄�µb|B >

•  one	V	form-factor,	three	axial	form-factor			
•  no	full	lance	QCD	result	yet!	
	

< D⇤|c̄�µ(1� �5)b|B >
Bigi	et	al.,	1707.09509,	Bernlocher	et	al.,		
1703.05330,	1707.09977	

FLAV	2018	

	Full	lance	QCD	form	factors	necessary!	

SM:	RD*	=0.258±	0.005					

1901.00216	-	Fermilab	Lance	and	MILC	Collabora2ons	
B	→	D∗lν	at	non-zero	recoil		
		
	

CLN	parametriza2on		
hep-ph/9712417,	
RD*=0.252(3)		
BGL	parametriza2on		
Boyd	et	al.,	hep-ph/9504235,	
beser	in	explaining	|Vcb|	
	inclusive/exclusive	difference	
1702.01521	



Low	energy	flavor	constraints	at	scale	μ≈mb		

NP	Effec2ve	Lagrangian	at	scale		ΛNP	

LHC		flavor	constrains		

Construct	UV	complete	theory	of	NP	

How	to	approach	to	New	Physics?	



S.F.	J.F.	Kamenik,	I.	Nišandžić,	J.	Zupan,		1206.1872;	Freytsis	et	al,	1506.08896,		Lige2,	
Blanke	et	al.,	1811.09603	
Recent	global	fit	Murgui	et	al.,1904.09311,	Bardhan	&Ghosh,	1904.10432		
	

b ! c⌧⌫⌧

NP	in	RD(*)		

Effec2ve	Lagrangian	approach			for																						decay										
	

Le�-handed	neutrino		
SM+	5	new	operators	

Asempts:	
right-handed	neutrinos	
Robinson	et	al.	1807.04753,	1804.04642,	
Becirevic	et	al,	1608.08501	

LR = g̃l̄�µ(1 + �5)N c̄�µ(1 + �5)b

|MSM |2 + |MR|2no	interference	with	SM		

L = �GFVcbp
2

[(1 + CVL)l̄�µ(1� �5)⌫l c̄�
µ(1� �5)b+ CVR l̄�µ(1� �5)⌫l c̄�

µ(1 + �5)b

+CSL l̄(1� �5)⌫l c̄(1� �5)b+ CSR l̄(1� �5)⌫l c̄(1 + �5)b+ CT l̄�µ⌫(1� �5)⌫l c̄�
µ⌫(1� �5)b+ h. c.]



Min 1b Min 2b

�2

min/d.o.f. 37.4/54 40.1/54

CVL 0.09

+0.13
�0.11 0.35

+0.04
�0.07

CSR 0.14

+0.06
�0.67 �1.27

+0.66
�0.07

CSL �0.20

+0.58
�0.03 �0.30

+0.12
�0.51

CT 0.007

+0.046
�0.044 0.091

+0.029
�0.030

Table 4: Minima and 1� uncertainties obtained from the global �2 minimization, including the new prelim-
inary result measured by Belle on the RD(⇤) ratios and the FD⇤

L polarization, using B(Bc ! ⌧ ⌫̄⌧ ) < 10%.
There are, in addition, the corresponding sign-flipped minima, as indicated in Eq. (20).
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Figure 5: Relevant scales for the study of the B anomalies. The dashed lines indicate the thresholds between
different EFTs.

called Weak Effective Theory (WET) and is composed of the five lightest quarks and the three generations
of leptons, and ruled by the SU(3)C ⌦ U(1)Q gauge symmetry. This is a valid approach assuming – as
strongly suggested by all available collider data – that no new degree of freedom exists coupling to this
channel with a mass around or lower than the b quark. However, ultimately the goal is to gain insight into
the high-energy structure of the theory. To that aim, renormalization-group techniques are used to relate the
coefficients extracted in our analysis to those relevant at the scale of the potential new high-energy degree(s)
of freedom. This process involves several scales and thresholds, see Fig. 5.

The relation to the coefficients at the electroweak scale is determined by QCD and are known [99–102].
Above the electroweak (EW) scale, the Lagrangian has not undergone spontaneous symmetry breaking and,
therefore, the fermionic fields should be expressed in terms of weak eigenstates rather than mass eigenstates.
Moreover, the top quark, the electroweak gauge bosons and the Higgs boson have to be considered as new
degrees of freedom in the theory. The relevant framework at this scale is the full SM, with the addition
of the effects of NP. For relatively low NP scales . 1 TeV, the relevant new degrees of freedom can be
included explicitly. However, the suggested absence of new degrees of freedom below ⇠ 1 TeV allows
us to parametrize any NP contribution in the framework of another effective theory. This can be the so-
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included explicitly. However, the suggested absence of new degrees of freedom below ⇠ 1 TeV allows
us to parametrize any NP contribution in the framework of another effective theory. This can be the so-

14

Global	fit	Murgui	et	al.,	1904.09311	using		RD(*),	q2	distribu2ons,	D*	polariza2on,	
B(Bc ! ⌧⌫)  10%

	NP	models	for		RD(*)	

impossible	to	write	all	references!		

-  New	gauge	bosons	
-  New	Higgses	
-  Scalar	Leptoquarks	
-				Vector	Leptoquarks	

integra2ng	out			
the	top,	W	,	Z		
and	the	Higgs	



FCNC	-	SM	loop	process:	RK(*)	anomaly			

B ! K⇤µ+µ�				P5’	in		 (angular	distribu2on	func2ons)		

Before and after Moriond EW 2019

Before and after Moriond EW 2019

B(Bs ! µ+µ�) = (3.0± 0.6+0.3
�0.2)⇥ 10�9

RK*: Lepton Flavour Universality Violation

Belle combined data on charged 
and neutral channels:

Example of NP: 

Th: Nuisance parameter required 

FCNC, second test of universality of lepton coupling.  

LHCb:

CDMV

BSZ

JC

different mechanisms?

CNP
9µ = �1.1

b							s	μ+μ-	

3.8σ		from	LFU				

RK(⇤) =
BR(B ! K(⇤)µµ)

BR(B ! K(⇤)ee)
|q22[q2

min

,q2
max

]

BR

LHCb,	CMS,	ATLAS)	



P5’	anomaly:	Lepton	Flavour	Dependent	

Decotes-Genot		et	al.,	1207.2753		

Alguero	et	al,	1809.08447,	1903.09578	

LHCb	collabora2on	1512.04442	 LHCb	collabora2on,	1506.08777		

New Physics (NP) may sizably contribute in FCNC amplitudes

Angular analysis of B —> K*!! for  
small dilepton mass, 4 < q2 / GeV2 < 8 .

~ 3.5 σ

JHEP 1602 (2016) 104

~ 2.5 σ
Br of Bs —> "!!  

 
 2

Opportunities with Semi-Leptonic B Decays
No tree-level flavour changing neutral currents (FCNC) in the SM

Intriguing set of “Anomalies” in data of exclusive B rare Decays

New Physics (NP) may sizably contribute in FCNC amplitudes

Angular analysis of B —> K*!! for  
small dilepton mass, 4 < q2 / GeV2 < 8 .

~ 3.5 σ

JHEP 1602 (2016) 104

~ 2.5 σ
Br of Bs —> "!!  
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Opportunities with Semi-Leptonic B Decays
No tree-level flavour changing neutral currents (FCNC) in the SM

Intriguing set of “Anomalies” in data of exclusive B rare Decays

d	

~2.5	𝞂	~3.5	𝞂	



RK	and	RK*:	SM	

2

order to determine whether RK anomaly is due to NP in electron or/and muon couplings through a combined analysis
of several decay modes, it is very important to have a high precision knowledge of hadronic form factors [16–18], which
can be computed in the region of large q2’s by means of numerical simulations of QCD on the lattice [23–25].

In this study we first use a model independent approach, assuming that NP contributes at low energies to an
operator that is a product of a right-handed quark and a left-handed muon current. In the language of b ! sµµ
e↵ective Hamiltonian such a situation corresponds to a combination of Wilson coe�cients C 0

9 and C 0
10, and that they

obey C 0
9 = �C 0

10. Decays to the final states with electron-positron pair are instead governed by the SM only. This
assumption is motivated by the fact that measured quantities of b ! se+e� processes agree with the SM predictions
better than they do for the b ! sµ+µ� processes [12], which are also more precisely measured than the electronic
modes. We consider simultaneously the constraints posed by B(B ! Kµ+µ�) and B(Bs ! µ+µ�) on such a scenario,
and then predict the RK as well as RK⇤ . We discuss other observables which might serve as additional probes of the
observed lepton-flavor universality violation.

A specific realization of the scenario we discuss in this paper is a model with a light scalar leptoquark � with
quantum numbers of SU(3)c ⇥ SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y being (3, 2, 1/6). It indeed verifies the relation, C 0

9 = �C 0
10 [9],

and leads to a consistency with the measured value of RK . The features of this leptoquark state have been already
described in the literature [26]. While there is no theoretical motivation to forbid leptoquark contributing to b ! see
decays, simultaneous presence of both muonic and electronic couplings could be problematic because they would,
together, induce lepton flavor violation in Bs ! eµ and µ ! e� decays. It is interesting that the flavor physics
constraints at low energies agree and are complementary with the constraints obtained from the direct experimental
searches at LHC [27, 28]. Furthermore, the atomic parity violation experiments provided a strong constraint on the
interaction of the down-quark–electron interaction with the leptoquark state [26, 29], while the couplings to muons
appear to be less constrained via B(KL ! µ±e⌥) < 4.7 ⇥ 10�12 [26, 30]. We therefore assume in our analysis that
in the b ! s`+`� processes only the muons can interact with the leptoquark state. A few other leptoquark states
have been discussed in the literature [6, 9, 14, 16] as possible candidates to contribute to the RK anomaly. However,
the leptoquark with quantum numbers (3, 2, 1/6) has a desired feature that it can be light without destabilizing the
proton [31–33]. Notice also that another light leptoquark scalar state, not mediating the proton decay, is (3, 2, 7/6)
and it leads to the relation C9 = C10. That latter scenario, however, cannot explain the RK anomaly as discussed in
Refs. [6, 14].

In Sec. II we remind the reader of the main definitions and give basic expressions for B(Bs ! µ+µ�) and B(B !
Kµ+µ�), which are then used, together with the experimental data in Sec. III, to constraint C 0

10 = �C 0
9 and show the

consistency of our value for RK with the measured one at LHCb. Furthermore, we make a prediction of the similar
ratio in the case of B ! K⇤`+`� decays and discuss other observables that might be of interest for testing the lepton
flavor universality violation. In Sec. IV we discuss a model with scalar leptoquark in which the relation C 0

10 = �C 0
9

holds exactly, and is connected to other similar processes involving the b ! s transitions which we also discuss. We
finally summarize our findings in Sec. V.

II. EFFECTIVE HAMILTONIAN AND BASIC FORMULAS

The processes with flavor structure (s̄b) (µ̄µ) at scale µ = µb = 4.8 GeV are governed by dimension-6 e↵ective
Hamiltonian [34–36]:

He↵ = �4GFp
2
VtbV

⇤
ts

2

4
6X

i=1

Ci(µ)Oi(µ) +
X

i=7,...,10

(Ci(µ)Oi(µ) + C 0
i(µ)O0

i(µ))

3

5 . (3)

The contributions of the charged-current operators O1,2, QCD penguins O3,...,6, and the electromagnetic (chromomag-
netic) dipole operators O7 (O8) will be assumed to be saturated by the SM. On the other hand, operators involving
a quark and a lepton current will contain the SM and potential NP contributions. The basis of operators may be
further extended to account for possible (pseudo)scalar or tensor operators [23], whereas for the purposes of this work
the following operators will su�ce:

O7 =
e

g2
mb(s̄�µ⌫PRb)F

µ⌫ , O8 =
1

g
mb(s̄�µ⌫G

µ⌫PRb) ,

O9 =
e2

g2
(s̄�µPLb)(¯̀�

µ`) , O10 =
e2

g2
(s̄�µPLb)(¯̀�

µ�5`) .

(4)

Here PL/R = (1 ⌥ �5)/2, while e is the electromagnetic and g the color gauge coupling. Fµ⌫ and Gµ⌫ are the
electromagnetic and color field strength tensors, respectively. The basis is further extended by the wrong-chirality
operators, O0

9,10, which are related to O9,10 by replacing PL $ PR in the quark current.
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Buras	et	al,	hep-ph/9311345;		
Altmannshofer	et	al,	0811.1214;		
Bobeth	et	al,	hep-ph/9910220	

CSM
7 = 0.29; CSM

9 = 4.1; CSM
10 = �4.3;

µb = 4.8GeV

In the meanwhile (2014) new deviations appear...LFUV anomalies
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Joaquim Matias Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona Global fit of b æ s¸¸ processes



Global	analysis	suggests		NP	in	C9,10	,	based	on	RK,	RK*	and		Bs	 	μμ	

instead	of	SM	values	for	C9	and	C10		Ci = CSM
i + CNP

i

2017	

2019	

Alguero	et	al.,	1809.08447,1903.09578,		Aebischer	et	al.,		1903.10434,	
Altmannshofer	et	al.,		1704.05435,	Capdevila			et	al.,	1704.05340,		Ciuichini	et	al,	1903.09632	
D'Amico	et	al.,	1704.05438,		Arbey	et	al,	1904.08399	
		

Aebischer	et	al.,	
1903.10434	
(pre-Morion	C9univ≈0)	

LF	universal	vs.	purely	muonic	NP	NP	in	muonic	mode!	

RK	and	RK*:	New	Physics		



Rexp

D

(⇤) > RSM

D

(⇤) Rexp

K

(⇤) < RSM

K

(⇤)

LNP =
1

(⇤K
NP )

2
s̄L�µbLµ̄L�

µµLLNP =
1

(⇤D
NP )

2
2 c̄L�µbL⌧̄ �

µ⌫L

⇤D
NP ' 3TeV ⇤K

NP ' 30TeV

⇤D
NP = ⇤NP

1

(⇤K
NP )

2
=

CK

⇤2
NP

If	we	want	the	same	NP	explaining	both	B	anomalies,	then		

CK ' 0.01
NP	in	FCNC																																									should	be	
suppressed	in	comparison	with		NP	in			
			

B ! K(⇤)µ+µ�

Di	Luzio	&Nardecchia,	1706.01868			(scales	are	~9	TeV	(~80	TeV))	

NP	at	tree	level	

NP	in	both	B	anomalies	

B ! D(⇤)⌧⌫



	V-A		NP	couples	dominantly	to	the		third	genera2on	

LNP =
CS

⇤2
q̄3L�µq3L l̄3L�

µl3L +
CT

⇤2
q̄3L�µ⌧iq3L l̄3L�

µ⌧il3L

+	small	correc2on	for	2nd	and	1st	genera2ons		
SU(2)L	singlets																															SU(2)L	triplets	
	

q3L ⇠ V ⇤
ibu

i
L

bL

Lepton	flavor	non-universality	
Lepton	flavor	viola2on	

NP	effec2ve	Lagrangian		approach	

b

s
μ

μ

New boson Z’

Z’

- different  origin of Z’, e.g. by  gauging Lμ- Lτ ,  
Altmannshofer et al,  1403.1269,

- New Z’+ new vector-like quarks  (UV complete 
theories)   Kamenik et al., 1704.06005,

- Fermiophobic Z’, couples to  4th generation of 
the vector-like fermions, 
Falkowski et al, 1803.04430,
Allanach et al, 1904.10954, ...RK(*) explained by NP at loop level

Bauer&Neubert, 1511.01900, + muon (g-2) 
Bečirević et al, 1608.07583,
Arnan et al. 1904.05890
strong constraints from 
charm, K, leptonic decays and Δ MBs
Lenz et al, 1811.12884

B ! D(⇤)e(µ)⌫

If the same NP in RD(*)  and RK(*) suppression factor from the loop

CK ≈1 / 16π2

New	boson	Z’	 RK(*)		explained	by	NP	at	loop	level	

b

s
μ

μ

New boson Z’

Z’

- different  origin of Z’, e.g. by  gauging Lμ- Lτ ,  
Altmannshofer et al,  1403.1269,

- New Z’+ new vector-like quarks  (UV complete 
theories)   Kamenik et al., 1704.06005,

- Fermiophobic Z’, couples to  4th generation of 
the vector-like fermions, 
Falkowski et al, 1803.04430,
Allanach et al, 1904.10954, ...RK(*) explained by NP at loop level

Bauer&Neubert, 1511.01900, + muon (g-2) 
Bečirević et al, 1608.07583,
Arnan et al. 1904.05890
strong constraints from 
charm, K, leptonic decays and Δ MBs
Lenz et al, 1811.12884

B ! D(⇤)e(µ)⌫

If the same NP in RD(*)  and RK(*) suppression factor from the loop

CK ≈1 / 16π2

-  gauging	Lμ-	Lτ	,	Altmannshofer		et	al.,	
-  1403.1269,	
-  new	Z’+	new	vector-like	quarks,		
-  1704.06005,	1803.04430,	
						1904.10954,	

Bauer&Neubert		1511.01900,	+	muon	(g-2),Becirevic	
et	al.,	1608.0758	,	1904.05890	
strong	constraints	from		charm,	K,	leptonic	
decays	and	Δ	MBs	Lenz	et	al.,	1811.12884	

Busazzo	et	al.,1706.07808,		
Feruglio	et	al.,	1606.00524;	1705.00929,	
Basacharaya	et	al.,	1412.7164;	1609.09078,	
Glashow	et	al.,	1411.0565...		
	

CK	≈1	/	16π2	



LQ=(SU(3)c,	SU(2)L)Y	
Q=I3+Y	

no	proton	decay	
at	tree	level		

Spin	0	

Spin	1	

Leptoquarks	resolving		B	anomalies:	
LQ 

l 

q or	LQ=(SU(3)c,	SU(2)L,	Y)	
	

Doršner,	SF,	Greljo,	Kamenik,		
Košnik,		1603.04993	

What LQ scenario for RK and RK* ?

N.B. U1 is the only one to accommodate both!

U1	is	the	only	one	to	accommodate	both	anomalies!	

LQs	explaining	B	anomalies		cannot	explain	(g-2)𝛍	!	



Generic features and issues in 2HDMs
Charged Higgs possible as explanation of b ! c⌧⌫ data. . .
However, typically expect �R(D⇤) < �R(D)

Generic feature: Relative influence larger in leptonic decays!

• No problem in b ! c⌧⌫ since B
c

! ⌧⌫ won’t be measured
• Large charm coupling required for R(D⇤)
Embedding b ! c⌧⌫ into a viable model complicated!
D
d ,s ! ⌧, µ⌫ kill typical flavour structures with C

S

L,R
⇠ m

Only fine-tuned models survive all (semi-)leptonic constraints

b ! s`` very complicated to explain with scalar NP
2HDM alone tends to predict b ! s`` to be QCD-related

bb̄ ! (H,A) ! ⌧+⌧� poses a severe constraint [Faroughy+’16, Admir’s talk]

2HDMs strongly prefer a smaller value for R(D⇤)!
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Constraints	from	flavor	observables	

Becirevic	et	al.,			1806.05689,	1608.07583,		1608.08501,	Alonso	et	al.,	1611.06676,…	
Radia2ve	constraints		Feruglio	et	al.,1606.00524;	
	

B ! K(⇤)⌫⌫̄

B0
s � B̄0

s

⌧ ! µ�

⌧ ! K(⇡)µ(e)

K ! µeFor example, if g/2 <∼ g2 <∼ g, one can have λ >∼ Ud
L32

>∼ λ2. In addition, we can
now combine Eqs. (13) and (21). Since C9 is an O(1) number, this implies that
an O(10−1) value for |U l

L32| is still allowed. A more precise measurement of both
RK and B+ → K+νν̄ will put stricter bounds on both the down-type and lepton
mixing-matrix elements.

Finally, the neutral-current part of O(2)
NP also contributes to the decays t → cℓ+ℓ−,

t → cℓ+ℓ′− and t → cνν̄. The branching ratios for these decays are negligible in the
SM, so any observation would be a clear sign of NP. For decays to charged leptons,
the most promising is t → cτ+τ−. In the mass basis, the contributing NP operator is

G
!

Uu∗

L32 U
u
L33 |U ℓ

L33|2 (c̄LγµtL)(τ̄LγµτL) + h.c.
"

, (22)

which gives a partial width of

g42|Uu
L32|2 |Uu

L33|2 |U ℓ
L33|4

16Λ4
NP

m5
t

48π3
. (23)

Taking g2 ∼ g, |Uu
L33| ≃ |U ℓ

L33| ≃ 1, |Uu
L32| ≃ λ, and ΛNP = 800 GeV, this gives

Γ(t → cτ+τ−) = 1× 10−7 GeV . (24)

The full width of the t quark is 2 GeV, so this corresponds to a branching ratio of
5 × 10−8. This is much larger than the SM branching ratio (O(10−16)), but is still
tiny. The branching ratio for t → cνν̄ takes the same value, while those for all other
t → cℓ+ℓ− and t → cℓ+ℓ′− decays are considerably smaller. Thus, while the branching
ratios for these decays can be enormously enhanced compared to the SM, they are
still probably unmeasurable. (This point is also noted in Ref. [11].)

Another process involving t quarks that could potentially reveal the presence of
NP with LFV is pp → tt̄, followed by the radiation of a τ±µ∓ pair. At the LHC
with a 13 TeV center-of-mass energy, gluon fusion dominates the production of tt̄
pairs. We use MadGraph 5 [21] to calculate the cross section for gg → tt̄τ±µ∓,
taking g2 ∼ g. We find σtt̄τµ ≈ 0.4|U ℓ

L32|2 fb. By contrast, the SM cross section for tt̄
pair production is σtt̄ ≈ 450 pb, so that σtt̄τµ/σtt̄ ≈ 10−6|U ℓ

L32|2, which is extremely
small. With a luminosity of 100 fb−1 /year at the 13 TeV LHC [22], we therefore
expect about 40 events/year for gg → tt̄τ±µ∓ if |U ℓ

L32| ∼ 1, or about two events/year
if |U ℓ

L32| ∼ λ. Thus, even though the final-state signal is striking, pp → tt̄τ±µ∓ is
probably unobservable.

Turning to the charged-current interactions, these contribute to both b and t
semileptonic decays. Even with the enhancement from NP, the decay t → bτ ν̄τ will
still be difficult to observe, as it is swamped by the two-body decay t → bW . On
the other hand, the decay b → cτ ν̄i (i = τ, µ, e) is particularly interesting, since
it contributes to the decay B̄ → D(∗)+τ−ν̄τ and the R(D(∗)) puzzle [Eq. (2)], and
provides a aource of lepton flavor non-universality in such decays.

6

(g � 2)µ

µ ! e�

Z ! bb̄

Constraints	from	LFV	

B ! Dµ⌫µ

⌧ ! µµµ

K ! ⇡µ⌫µ

K ! µ⌫µ B ! Kµe

RK
e/µ is most sensitive to |ysµ| since the product y⇤bµysµ must be small as dictated by b ! sµµ

sector and comes with an additional CKM suppression. The agreement of experiment [60]
with the SM prediction [62] in the ⌧/µ exhibits a ⇠ 2� tension:

R
K(exp)

⌧/µ = 467.0±6.7, R
K(SM)

⌧/µ =

m3

K(m2

⌧ �m2

K)

2

2m⌧m2

µ(m
2

K �m2

µ)
2

(1+�R⌧/K) = 480.3±1.0, (4.6)

where the dominant error of the experimental ratio is due to the ⌧ lifetime uncertainty,
whereas on the theory side it is the radiative correction �R⌧/K = (0.90± 0.22)% [63] which
is the source of uncertainty. The constraint is expressed as:

R
K(exp)

⌧/µ

R
K(SM)

⌧/µ

�1 =

v2

2m2

S3

Re

⇥

|ysµ|2 � |ys⌧ |2 + (Vub/Vus)(y
⇤
bµysµ � y⇤b⌧ys⌧ )

⇤

= (�2.8±1.4)⇥10

�2.

(4.7)

4.1.3 Leptonic decays: W ! ⌧ ⌫̄, ⌧ ! `⌫̄⌫

The SM tree-level vertex ⌧̄ ⌫W is rescaled due to penguin-like contribution of both S
3

and
˜R
2

. As we integrate out S
3

and ˜R
2

at the weak scale the W vertex with ⌧ leptons reads
�gp
2

⌫̄⌧ /WPL⌧(1 + �
(⌧)
W ), where

�
(⌧)
W =

Nc

288⇡2

⇥

(2x+ 6x log x� 6x⇡i) (|yb⌧ |2 + |ys⌧ |2) + x̃ (|ỹs⌧ |2 + |ỹb⌧ |2)
⇤

,

x =

m2

W

m2

S3

, x̃ =

m2

W

m2

˜R2

.
(4.8)

Free color index in the loops graphs results in the Nc = 3 factor in front. We have neglected
the quark masses in the above calculation and presented only the leading terms in x and
x̃. The contribution of S

3

with mass of 1TeV shifts the W ! ⌧⌫ decay width relatively by
4⇥ 10

�4

(|yb⌧ |2 + |ys⌧ |2) which is well below the current ⇠ 2% experimental precision. The
W ! µ⌫̄ is also rescaled by an analogous �

(µ)
W factor.

At low energies the effective W ! ⌧⌫ vertex would, together with direct box contri-
butions with LQs, manifest in the ⌧ ! `⌫̄`⌫̄⌧ decays. Only S

3

may participate in the box
diagrams since ˜R

2

has no direct couplings to `. The effective interaction term of ⌧ ! `⌫⌧ ⌫̄`
then reads �g2

2m2
W
(⌫̄⌧�µPL⌧)(¯`�

µPL`)[1 + �
(⌧)
W + �

(`)
W + �box⌧`⌫⌫ ], with

�box⌧`⌫⌫ =

Nc

128⇡2

v2

m2

S3

h

(y†y)2`⌧ + 4(y†y)⌧⌧ (y
†y)``

i

. (4.9)

As it has been pointed out recently in the literature [54, 55, 62] the LFU observable R
⌧/`
⌧ ,

defined as a ratio B(⌧ ! `⌫⌫)/B(µ ! e⌫⌫), and normalized to the SM prediction of this
ratio, is very sensitive to models modifying couplings of the ⌧ lepton. Experimentally,
R

⌧/µ
⌧ = 1.0022 ± 0.0030, R⌧/e

⌧ = 1.0060 ± 0.0030, while in the present model the leading
interference terms shift the ratios as

R⌧/e
⌧ = 1 + 2Re

⇣

�
(⌧)
W � �

(µ)
W

⌘

, R⌧/µ
⌧ = 1 + 2Re

⇣

�
(⌧)
W + �box⌧µ⌫⌫

⌘

. (4.10)

– 8 –

Z ! l+l�

⌧ ! �µ

D0 � D̄0

B ! ⌧⌫

⌧ ! K(⇡)⌫



Busazzo	et	al,	1706.07808	
Cornella	et	al,		1903.11517	

		
Vector	leptoquark	U1(3,1,2/3)	resolving	both	B	anomalies	

couples	to	doublets	and	singlet	of	SU(2)L	

L = x

ij
L Q̄�µLjU

µ
1 + (xij

R d̄R�µlRjU
µ
1 )

CVL =
v

2

2m2
U1

(xb⌧
L )⇤(xb⌧

L +
Vcs

Vcb
x

s⌧
L )

b ! c⌧⌫

b ! sµµ
C9 = �C10 = � ⇡v

2

m

2
U1

(xbµ
L )⇤xsµ

L
If	vector	LQ	is	not	a	gauge		
boson	–	difficult	to	handle!	

A more ambitious attempt...

G. Isidori – B-physics anomalies: model building & future implications         LHCb implications, CERN, 10th Nov 2017 

A three-site gauge model for flavor 
hierarchies & flavor anomalies 

Bordone, Cornella, 
Fuentes-Martin, GI

[ PS ]3 = [ SU(4)×SU(2)L×SU(2)R ]3

to appear soon...

ψ
1

PS
1

ψ
2

ψ
3

PS
2

PS
3

Main idea: at high energies the 3 families are charged under 3 independent gauge 
groups (gauge bosons carry a flavor index !)

New	gauge	bosons:	
new	colored	octet,	a	triplet	and	three	SM	singlets;		their	masses		~		TeV	region	
MZʹ	=	1.3	TeV,	MU	=	1.5	TeV,	and	Mgʹ	=	1.9	TeV.	
Unifica2on	scale	rather	low	~106	GeV.	No	proton	decays!	

GUT	Pa2-Salam	Model	for	U1(3,1,2/3)		
SU(4)	x	SU(3)’	x	SU(2)L	x	U(1)’	
Di	Luzio	et	al.,	1708.08450,	Calibbi	et	al.,	1709.00692,			
Blanke	and	Crivellin,	1801.07256,	Heeck	and	Teresi,	1808.07492	
Bordone	et	al.,	1712.01368,	1805.09328	
	



Two	scalar	LQs	solu2on	of	RD(*)	and		RK(*)	

Becirevic	et	al,	1806.05689,	1609.08895	

R2(3,2,7/6)					scalar	and	tensor	in	RD(*)			

•  GUT	possible	with	2	light	scalar	LQs	within	SU(5),		
•  Neutrino	masses		generated	with	2	light	LQs,	
					(Dorsner	et	al,	1701.08322,Cata	and	Mannel,	1903.01799).	

Why	2		scalar	LQs?	

Crivellin	et	all1703.09226,	
Marcozza,	1803.10972,	
Yan	etal.,	1905.01795	

V-A	form		
	

Only 4 parameters (one of them complex- ybτ
R)

from   Yukawa couplings and masses of R2 and S3.

R2 and S3. are in the same GUT representation.
Important: The largest couplings are ≤ 1

Predictions

Important to improve current bounds by Belle 2 and LHCb !

b

s

μ

μ

S4/3
3

RK(*) explained by V-A  contributions of 
S3 =(3,3,1/3)

Bound:Greljo et al, 1811.07920

after Moriond 19

YbτR	~	i		(Imaginary!)	
τ	and	c	quark	electric	
(chromoelectric)	dipole		
moments,		Jung	et	al.,	
1809.09114		
	

(3,3,1/3)	+	(3,1,-1/3)	
S3																		S1	
	

S3	=(3,3,1/3)	for	RK(*)	

Two scalar LQs solution of RD(*) and RK(*)

Becirevic, Dorsner, S. F, Faroughy, Kosnik and Sumensari 1806.05689,
Hiller, Loose, Schoenwald 1609.08895

R2(3,2,7/6) scalar and tensor in RD(*)  

+and small contribution of  S3 =(3,3,1/3)

• GUT possible with 2 light scalar LQs within SU(5), Doršner, SF, Greljo, Kamenik, Košnik

1603.0499) ;
• LQ S3 within SU(5) proton decay avoided,  Doršner et al., 1706.07779;
• Neutrino masses  generated with 2 light LQs,  Doršner et al., 1701.08322.

Why 2 LQs?

b τ

υc

R2/3
2

yRb⌧

yc⌫L

(3,3,1/3) + (3,1,-1/3)

Crivellin et al., 1703.09226,
Marzocca, 1803.10972,
Yan et al, 1905.01795

V-A form 

+and	small	contribu2on	of		S3	=(3,3,1/3)	

Both	LQs	can	be	in	the	same		
SU(5)	representa2on	



Predic2ons	

Enhancement	of																																																													
SM	(Belle	II)		

CP	viola2on	from	RD(*)	

YbτR	~	i		(Imaginary!)	
τ	and	c	quark	electric(chromoelectric)	
dipole	moments,		Jung	et	al.,	1809.09114		
	

Crivellin	&	Saturnino	1905.08257	
From	B							τυ	EDM	nucleon	using	S1	!Neutrino	masses	

1701.08322,	Dorsner,	SF	&Kosnik	
1903.01799,	Cata&	Mannel	



LHC	constraints	on	NP	in	B	mesons		

Suggested	NP	as	solu2on	of	B	anomalies	can	be	searched	at	LHC	

Faroughy	et	al.,1609.07138	
Angelescu	et	al,	1808.08179	
		

Greljo	et	al,	1811.07920	

Greljo	&Marzocca,	1704.0915	

CERN-TH-2018-243

The Mono-Tau Menace: From B Decays to High-pT Tails
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We investigate the crossing-symmetry relation between b ! c⌧�⌫̄ decay and bc̄ ! ⌧�⌫̄ scattering
to derive direct correlations of New Physics in semi-tauonic B-meson decays and the mono-tau
signature at the LHC (pp ! ⌧hX + MET). Using an exhaustive set of e↵ective operators and heavy
mediators we find that the current ATLAS and CMS data constrain scenarios addressing anomalies in
B-decays. Pure tensor solutions, completed by leptoquark, and right-handed solutions, completed
by W 0

R or leptoquark, are challenged by our analysis. Furthermore, the sensitivity that will be
achieved in the high-luminosity phase of the LHC will probe all the possible scenarios that explain
the anomalies. Finally, we note that the LHC is also competitive in the b ! u transitions and
bounds in some cases are currently better than those from B decays.

Introduction: Branching fractions of semi-tauonic
B-meson decays, measured through the ratios RD(⇤) =
�(B ! D(⇤)⌧⌫)/�(B ! D(⇤)`⌫) (with ` = e or µ), ap-
pear to be enhanced with respect to the Standard Model
(SM) by roughly thirty percent, with a global significance
of⇠ 4� [1–11]. If this is due to new physics (NP), its mass
scale is expected to be not far above the TeV scale (see
e.g. [12]). The most immediate question is whether such
NP is already ruled out by the existing high-pT searches
and, if not, what is the roadmap for its direct discovery.

From a bottom-up perspective the NP interpretation
of the RD(⇤) anomalies involves two di↵erent aspects,
(i) new dynamics (i.e. degrees of freedom), and (ii)

the flavour structure. Both aspects are relevant when
it comes to identifying correlated e↵ects in other ob-
servables such as weak hadron or ⌧ decays, electroweak
precision observables and high-pT LHC signatures (see
e.g. [13]).

The Lorentz structure of the e↵ective operators that
describe the e↵ects of the hypothesized heavy mediators
at low energies can be discriminated by using b ! c⌧⌫ de-
cay data alone [14–24]. On the other hand, most of flavor
data is consistent with the SM, which suggests that such
NP must couple mainly to the third generation of quarks
and leptons [13, 25–32]. However, in general, and with-
out the guidance of a theory of flavor, models addressing
the anomalies have some freedom in the way they im-
plement couplings in flavor space. All this complicates
defining conclusive tests in other weak hadron decays or
clear direct-search strategies at the LHC.

The aim of this letter is to discuss and explore in detail
the phenomenology of a collider signature that should be
produced at the LHC by any model addressing the RD(⇤)

anomalies with new heavy mediators. The main idea, il-
lustrated in Fig. 1, is that regardless of the Lorentz and
flavor structure of the NP, crossing symmetry univocally

connects the b ! c⌧�⌫̄ decay and the bc̄ ! ⌧�⌫̄ scatter-
ing processes [14, 33–36]. As we demonstrate below, the
analysis of pp ! ⌧⌫X at the LHC already excludes broad
classes of models addressing the anomalies and provides
a “no-lose theorem” for the direct discovery of NP at

FIG. 1. Illustration of the complementarity in b ! c⌧⌫ transi-
tions as measured in B meson decays and inclusive production
of ⌧+MET of high-pT LHC.

the LHC, in case the RD(⇤) anomalies were confirmed in
the future. Furthermore, these searches simultaneously
constrain operators involving semi-tauonic b ! u transi-
tions with bounds that are currently competitive, or even
better, than those obtained in B decays.
E↵ective-field theory: We start with a low-energy

e↵ective field theory (EFT) of NP in semi-tauonic b ! ui

transitions (with ui up- or charm-quarks) [37, 38],

Le↵ � �2Vib

v2

"⇣
1 + ✏ibL

⌘
⌧̄ �µPL⌫⌧ · ūi�

µPLb

+ ✏ibR ⌧̄ �µPL⌫⌧ · ūi�
µPRb+ ✏ibT ⌧̄�µ⌫PL⌫⌧ · ūi�

µ⌫PLb

+ ✏ibSL
⌧̄PL⌫⌧ · ūiPLb+ ✏ibSR

⌧̄PL⌫⌧ · ūiPRb

#
+ h.c. (1)

where subindices label quark flavor in the mass basis, Vij

are the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix el-
ements, PL,R are the chiral projectors, �µ⌫ = i/2[�µ, �⌫ ]
and we have used v ⇡ 246 GeV the electroweak symme-
try breaking (EWSB) scale. With this normalization, the
Wilson coe�cients (WCs) scale as ✏� ⇠ v2/⇤2, where ⇤
is the characteristic scale of NP. Light right-handed neu-
trinos can be added to Eq. (1) with the replacements
PL ! PR in the leptonic currents and ✏� ! ✏̃� in label-
ing the WCs. None of these operators interfere with the
SM for vanishing neutrino masses.
In order to connect this EFT to NP with a typical scale

⇤ � v, one needs to switch first to another EFT which
is invariant under SU(2)L⇥U(1)Y and is built using the
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p p ! ⌧⌧

p p ! µµ

p p ! ⌧ invisible

LHC	bounds		are	compe22ve	with	low	energy	bounds!		



Yi-Ming-Zhong	at	CKM	2108;	
Diaz,	Schmaltz,		Zhong,	1706.05033;	Schmaltz,		Zhong,	1810.10017	
	

Search	of		scalar	and	vector	LQ		at	LHC	

Scalar	LQ	 Vector	LQ	



Muon	anomalous	magne2c	moment	

Dirac	equa2on:		g=2	

Basics of the anomalous magnetic moment
Electrostatic properties of charged particles:
Charge Q, Magnetic moment ~µ, Electric dipole moment ~d

For a spin 1/2 particle:

~µ = g
e

2m
~s, g = 2| {z }

Dirac

(1 + a), a =
1
2
(g � 2) : anomalous magnetic moment

Long interplay between experiment and theory: structure of fundamental forces

In Quantum Field Theory (with C,P invariance):

γ(k)

p p’

= (�ie)ū(p 0)

2

64�µ F1(k
2)| {z }

Dirac

+
i�µ⌫k⌫
2m

F2(k
2)| {z }

Pauli

3

75 u(p)

F1(0) = 1 and F2(0) = a

ae : Test of QED. Most precise determination of ↵ = e2/4⇡.
aµ: Less precisely measured than ae , but all sectors of Standard Model (SM),
i.e. QED, Weak and QCD (hadronic), contribute significantly.
Sensitive to possible contributions from New Physics. Often (but not always !):

a` ⇠
✓

m`

mNP

◆2

)
✓
mµ

me

◆2

⇠ 43000 more sensitive than ae [exp. precision ! factor 19]

(Schwinger		α/π,		Kinoshita	higher	orders	in	α)	

Theory:	uncertainty	in	hadronic	contribu2ons	to	the	muon	g	−	2,	(Jägerlehner,	1802.08019	).		
Lance	QCD	great	progress	light-by-light		study	(RBC	&	UKQCD,	1801.07224).	

Fermilab	and	J-Park	experiments	are	expected	to	clarify	exis2ng	discrepancy!	

ath
µ

� aexp
µ

= �(3.06± 0.76)⇥ 10�8

of the argument xq = m2
q/m

2
LQ are:

fS(x) =
x+ 1

4(1� x)2
+

x log x

2(1� x)3
⇠ 1

4

,

fF (x) =
x2 � 5x� 2

12(x� 1)

3
+

x log x

2(x� 1)

4
⇠ 1

6

,

gS(x) =
1

x� 1

� log x

(x� 1)

2
⇠ � log x,

gF (x) =
x� 3

2(x� 1)

2
+

log x

(x� 1)

3
⇠ � log x.

(73)

The above expressions agree with the formulas presented in Ref. [207]. In
Eqs. (73) the limiting behavior of the functions is indicated when x becomes
small. Note that in such a limit the contribution of a chiral LQ with charge
QS = 2/3 becomes negligible due to cancellation between the terms with fS
and fF . Eqs. (73) have been derived for the F = 0 case and are easily adapted
to the |F | = 2 case by flipping the scalar charge, QS ! �QS (but with QS still
defined as charge of the field S), and applying lq` ! r⇤q`, rq` ! l⇤q`.

Rare radiative processes with LFV have been studied for vector and scalar
LQs with unitary coupling matrices in Ref. [208]. Constraints on the scalar
leptoquarks from LFV radiative decays were also tackled in the literature in
Refs. [135, 209].

3.4.2. Anomalous magnetic moments
Virtual corrections due to LQ states can modify the tree-level electromag-

netic interactions of charged leptons `. At the level of the `(p) ! `(p0)�⇤
(q, ✏)

amplitude one has [210]:

ieū`(p
0
)



�µ � a`
2m`

i�µ⌫q⌫

�

u`(p)✏
⇤
µ, qµ = (p� p0)µ. (74)

The gyromagnetic ratio g` is then obtained from the relation a`(q2 ! 0) =

(g` � 2)/2. At the effective Lagrangian level a` corresponds to the following
interacting Lagrangian:

La
`

= e¯`

✓

�µA
µ
+

a`
4m`

�µ⌫F
µ⌫

◆

`, (75)

where Fµ⌫ = @µA⌫�@⌫Aµ. The terms in the brackets are independent of electric
charge convention, while the overall sign reflects the choice of the covariant
derivative for lepton: Dµ = @µ � ieAµ. From the amplitude (70) adapted to
the ` = `0 case one can extract a` = im`(�L + �R). Scalar LQ contributions to
lepton anomalous magnetic moments have been known for some time [13]. All

53

4	σ	

a = (g � 2)/2

Do	not	forget!	



Leptoquarks	in	(g-2)μ	

Leff ⇠ 1

⇤2
L̄�µ⌫ lRHFµ⌫

Leptoquark	should	couple		to		
μ	and	quark	with	both	chirality	

µ̄RtL S
µ̄LtR S

Among	scalar	LQs		
two	candidates		

S1 = (3̄, 1, 1/3)

R2 = (3̄, 2, 7/6)

Bauer	&Neubert	1511.01900	

Coluccio	Leskow	et	al,		
1612.06858		

Difficult	to	explain	simultaneously	B	anomalies	and		(g-2)μ!	
		



•  strong	constraints	from	atomic	parity	viola2on,	LFU	holds	at	1%	level	for	π	and	K	–	it	
							suggest	to	avoid	coupling	of	NP	to	the	first	genera2on;	
	
•  in	K	and	D	FCNC	decays		long	distance	physics	overshadow	short	distance		
							dynamics;	
	
	

LFU		in	K	and	D		physics	

How	large	can	be		effects	of	NP	explaining	B	anomalies	in		K	and	D	charged	
current	and	FCNC	rare	decays	having	in	mind	exis2ng	and	planned	experimental	
precision?	

K0 � K̄0

D0 � D̄0 Ds ! l⌫l

K ! l⌫lAny	NP	in	B	anomalies		constrained	by			

In	charm		and	K	meson		leptonic	decays			LQs	explaining	B	anomalies	give	modifica2on		
~0.001	to		the	decay	width.				

Ds ! l⌫l K ! l⌫



The 𝐊 → 𝛑𝛎 𝛎 decays: a theoretical  clean environment

• FCNC loop processes: sod coupling and highest CKM suppression

• Very clean theoretically: Short distance contribution. No hadronic uncertainties.

• SM predictions [Buras et al. JHEP 1511 (2015) 33]

BR 𝐾+ → 𝜋+𝜈  𝜈 = 8.39 ± 0.30 ∙ 10−11 𝑉𝑐𝑏
0.0407

2.8 𝛾
73.2°

0.74
= 8.4 ± 1.0 ∙ 10−11

BR 𝐾𝐿 → 𝜋0𝜈  𝜈 = 3.36 ± 0.05 ∙ 10−11 𝑉𝑢𝑏

0.00388

2 𝑉𝑐𝑏
0.0407

2 sin 𝛾
sin 73.2

2
= 3.4 ± 0.6 ∙ 10−11

308/07/2017 Giuseppe Ruggiero - EPS 2017

K							πνν		

SM	

The	“cleanest”	rare	K	meson	decay-	SM	SD	contribu2on	dominates	over	LD	

Buchalla	and		Buras,			
hep-ph/9308272,	Buras	et	al,	
1503.02693.		

2 The K ! ⇡⌫⌫̄ decays

Here we briefly summarise the main steps to predict B(K+ ! ⇡+⌫⌫̄) and B(KL ! ⇡0⌫⌫̄) within
and beyond the SM, taking into account possible violations of LFU. The e↵ective Lagrangian
describing short-distance FCNC interactions of the type diL ! djL⌫⌫̄ is

L
e↵

=
4GFp

2

↵

2⇡
V ⇤
tiVtjCij,`

⇣
d̄iL�µd

j
L

⌘
(⌫̄`�

µ⌫`) , (2.1)

where ↵ is the fine-structure constant, and Vij are the elements of the CKM matrix. For
sL ! dL⌫`⌫̄`, the Wilson coe�cient in the SM reads

CSM

sd,` = � 1

s2w

✓
Xt +

V ⇤
csVcd

V ⇤
tsVtd

X`
c

◆
, (2.2)

where Xt and X`
c are the loop functions for the top and charm contributions, respectively, and

sw is the sine of the weak mixing angle.
The branching ratio for K+ ! ⇡+⌫⌫̄ in the SM, summing over the three neutrino species,

can be written as [31]

B(K+ ! ⇡+⌫⌫̄)
SM

=

+

(1 +�
em

)

3

X

`=e,µ,⌧

����
V ⇤
tsVtd

�5

Xt +
V ⇤
csVcd

�

✓
X`

c

�4

+ �P `
c

◆����
2

, (2.3)

where � is the Cabibbo angle, 
+

= (5.173 ± 0.025) ⇥ 10�11(�/0.225)8, �
em

= �0.003 is
a QED correction [32], and �P `

c,u ⇡ 0.04 ± 0.02 is the long-distance contribution from light
quark loops [33]. The numerical value of the loop functions are Xt = 1.481 ± 0.009 and Pc =
1

3

P
`X

`
c/�

4 = 0.365± 0.012 [34].2

Within the SM the CP-violating decay KL ! ⇡0⌫⌫̄ is lepton-flavour universal. However, in
order to take into account possible violation of LFU beyond the SM, we can conveniently write
its branching ratio as

B(KL ! ⇡0⌫⌫̄)
SM

=
L
3

X

`=e,µ,⌧

Im

✓
V ⇤
tsVtd

�5

Xt

◆
2

, (2.4)

where L = (2.231± 0.013)⇥ 10�10(�/0.225)8.
In the class of NP models we will consider, the short-distance contributions to K ! ⇡⌫⌫̄

amplitudes are still left-handed but lepton flavour non-universal. The general expressions for
the branching ratios in presence of such non-standard contributions can simply be obtained
replacing the function Xt in (2.3) and (2.4) by

X(CNP

sd,`) = Xt + CNP

sd,` s
2

w, (2.5)

where CNP

sd,` is the new physics contribution to the Wilson coe�cient in (2.1).
Using the most recent determinations of the input parameters, the SM predictions for the

two branching ratios are [36]

B(K+ ! ⇡+⌫⌫̄)
SM

= (8.4± 1.0)⇥ 10�11, (2.6)

B(KL ! ⇡0⌫⌫̄)
SM

= (3.4± 0.6)⇥ 10�11. (2.7)

The dominant source of error in (2.6) and (2.7) comes from the uncertainty in the CKM matrix
elements, and from the charm contribution.

2The NLO values of the individual X`
c can be found e.g. in [35].

2

The current experimental bounds are [37]

B(K+ ! ⇡+⌫⌫̄)
exp

= 17.3+11.5
�10.5 ⇥ 10�11, (2.8)

B(KL ! ⇡0⌫⌫̄)
exp

 2.6⇥ 10�8 (90%CL). (2.9)

The branching ratio of the charged mode is expected to be measured with a precision of 10%,
relative to the SM prediction, by the on-going NA62 experiment at CERN [38]. A search for
the challenging neutral mode at the SM level is the ultimate goal of the KOTO experiment at
JPARC [39].

3 The EFT approach to LFU violations based on U(2)q⇥U(2)`

As already anticipated, the B-physics anomalies observed so far point toward NP coupled
mainly to the third generation of SM fermions with some small (but non-negligible) mixing
with the light generations. In addition, all e↵ects observed so far are well compatible with
NP only involving left-handed currents. Left-handed four-fermion operators are also the most
natural candidates to build a connection between anomalies in charged and neutral current
semileptonic processes. These observations have led to identify the EFT approach based on the
U(2)q ⇥ U(2)` flavour symmetry as a a convenient framework (both successful and su�ciently
general) to analyse B-physics anomalies and discuss possible correlations with other low-energy
observables [14, 25,26].

The EFT is based on the assumption that the first two generations of left-handed quarks and
leptons transform as doublets of U(2)q ⇥U(2)` while the third generation and the right-handed
fermions are singlets

Q ⌘ (q1L, q
2

L) ⇠ (2,1), q3L ⇠ (1,1), (3.1)

L ⌘ (`1L, `
2

L) ⇠ (1,2), `3L ⇠ (1,1). (3.2)

Motivated by the observed pattern of the quark mass matrices, it is further assumed that the
leading breaking terms of this flavour symmetry are two spurion doublets, Vq ⇠ (2,1) and
V` ⇠ (1,2), that give rise to the mixing between the third generation and the other two [29]
(additional sub-leading breaking terms are needed to generate the masses of the light generations
and the corresponding mixing structures [29]).

This symmetry and symmetry-breaking pattern implies |V
3i| ⇡ |Vi3| ⇡ V

(i)
q , up to model-

dependent parameters of order one. As a starting point, it is convenient to work in the down-
quark mass basis, where the left-handed singlet and doublet fields read

qbL =

✓
V ⇤
j3u

j
L

bL

◆
, Qi

L =

✓
V ⇤
jiu

j
L

diL

◆
, (i = 1, 2). (3.3)

In this basis, one can set
Vq / (V ⇤

td, V
⇤
ts) ⌘ V̂q, (3.4)

with the proportionality constant real and of order one. In the lepton sector, the size of the
spurion V` is a free parameter, since it has no direct connection to the lepton Yukawa couplings.3

Given that processes involving electrons are SM-like to a very high accuracy, we will assume
V` = (0, ✏`) with |✏`| ⌧ 1.

The choice of the down-quark mass basis to identify singlets and doublets of the (quark)
flavour symmetry is somehow arbitrary. In particular, the singlets do not need to be aligned
with bottom quarks. On general grounds we expect

q
3L ⌘ qbL + ✓qe

i�q V̂ †
q ·QL , (3.5)

3It is worth stressing that in the lepton sector a di↵erent breaking pattern, i.e. a leading breaking controlled
by a triplet of U(2)`, rather than a doublet, is also a viable option.

3

present		experiments:	
K+	→	π+νν:	NA62	experiment	at	CERN	
KL	→	π0νν:	KOTO	experiment	at	JPARC	

Bordone	et	al,	1705.10729	
suppression	~	30%		

NP	from	RD(*)		to	K							πνν		

s ! d⌫⌫ transitions

Preliminary results for the R2 model

Max. enhancement of 9% for K± ! ⇡±⌫⌫ and 5% for K
L

! ⇡0⌫⌫
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1.00

RK [1.1,6.0]

B
r(
K

+
→
π

+
ν
ν
)×

1
0

1
0

R2 model @ 1 TeV

E↵ects induced by muon couplings, g cµ
L

, g tµ
L

Luiz Vale Silva (University of Sussex) B to K rare decays in LQ models Nov 1st, 2017 18 / 22

NP	from	RK(*)		to	K							πνν		

max.	enhancement	~15%		in	K+							π+νν		
	
																																					~	10%		K0							π0νν		
	
SF,	Kosnik,	Vale-Silva,	1802.00786			

E787	

BNL-E949 



Flavor	puzzle	

e	 μ	

u	 c	

d	 s	 b	

τ	

t	

Leptons		

quarks	

All	proper2es	are	the	same		
but	masses		are	different!	

Barbieri	et	al.	1512.01560,			

Construc2ng	new	UV	complete	theories	based	on	B	anomalies	explana2on		
might	help	in	understanding	SM	quarks	and	leptons	Yukawa	couplings.		



Outlook						

•  We	have	to	wait	on	Belle	2	&	LHCb		new	results	on		RD(*)	and		RK(*)	,	also	Fermilab	
and	J-PARC		on	(g-2)μ;	

	
•  Complete			Lance	QCD	calcula2on	of	B								D*	form	factors	and	Bc							J/ψ;	
	
•  To	measure	all	possible	observables	in	angular	correla2ons			
					in	b											c	τυ	and	in	b							s	μμ;		

•  	To	measure	b							s	ττ	

•  b							c			τ	ν	in	baryon	systems,	sum	rule:	
						Blanke	et	al,1811.09603	

					



Solu2ons	of		B		anomalies	by	NP	require	
high	energy	scale		(RK(*)	NP	scales		not	
accessible	by	LHC).														

Future	experimental	facili2es		

Precision	low	energy	experiment	
to	study		all	possible	b	(c,	s)	quark	
decays!	
	

B ! K(⇤)⌫⌫̄ ⌧ ! µ�
K ! ⇡⌫⌫̄ ⌧ ! 3µ

B ! K(⇤)⌧µ
B ! ⌧µ

•  Further	test	of	all	flavor	couplings		at		LHC;	

•  To	check	LFU	in	the		first	and	second	genera2ons	as	precise	as	possible-	below	1%!	
	
•  Con2nue	to	build	UV	complete	models		of	NP	models.		

•  If	there	is	NP	in	RD(*)		and	RK(*),		it	has	to		be	present	in		



Thank	you!	



= 0.8 TeV, = 2 TeV, θ ≃π/2mR2 mS3
LHC 13 TeV, 100 fb-1

t t τ τ

b b
τ τ

b b, c c→τ τ

yLcτ

-
iy
Rb
τ

c c ν ν

perturba2vity	up	to	GUT	scale	

low-	energy		flavour			
constraints	at	1	σ	


